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By Air To The New World 
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Mount Everest Flight 
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ming into sight. A whole continent, stretch· 
ing for many miles, with trees and r ivers 
and sun-splashed cities, glittered and shone 
before my astonished eyes, and then gradu· 
ally disappeared. Sight-seeing? Ordinary 
observations of heavens and earth? There 
was a feast of opportunities provided. 
Lake Constance and the mountain ridges 
that separate Rhine from Rhone; the stars 
in their courses at night; sunny Spain 
The galleon of the skies is off-flying German with a sense of humour got over awakening into day; the purple, jutting 
down to Rio with sixty people and four this difficulty by holding an unlighted cigar sierras; Gibraltar looming below like some 
million cubic feet of nitrogen gas, ex· firmly between his teeth, flicking imaginary crouching monster about to leap the Medi· 
changing old worlds for new ones at ash now and then into a receptacle thought· terranean- and then the shimmering, 
seventy miles an hour, yet seemingly with· fully provided for the purpose! stretching wastes of North Africa. Over 
out motion of any kind. There is no feel· Time counts for nothing up here. It is Barcelona we dropped the first experimental 
ing of movement, no pitching or tossing, banished into the background of events air·post for the Dons. It was an excellent 
such as one experiences in aeroplanes and and forgotten; travellers learn to live again shot, for it landed plump in the centre of 
steamers. Nothing dynamic seems to hap· without the ever-present mechanical insist· the aerodrome. Midget figures rushed out 
pen. Smoothly and almost silently the ship ence of its influence. No "closing time" and waved to us frantically. Even so must 
of the sky slips through space on it~ phantom exists on board; passengers are enabled to the Lilliputians have appeared to Gulliver 
voyage. The first ----=----'--------'---=---=--------'------''------• on his travels. 
night I felt we had Across the ocean, 
become an illustra· life became still 
tion in a book by more dream-like and 
Einstein. We were fantastic. Passe n· 
floating through the gers were constantly 
skies with an ease at the windows gaz· 
and supremacy usual· ing at passing won· 
ly only attainable in ders and commenting 
dreams or scientific on what they saw. 
novels. The ground Navigation is carried 
was far below. We on by throwing ob-
had got away from servation floats on to 
all that. No rocking the sea, and marking 
or tossing or noise of the angle of drift 
the sea disturbed our from the correct 
slumbers- every· course. Day and 
thing was smooth night, reports were 
quietude. In fact, being received giving 
passengers told me disturbances, wind 
they found the trip a velocities, and bare-
cure for nerves and metric pressures, so 
as beneficial as a that the airship, 
tonic visit to a hydro. though she could not 
Food and drink? evade every storm, 
They were still neces- always escaped the 
sary, of course; if worst of them. As 
anything, more so. P E A C E I (Illustrated Londo-... N.ws) a rule, we flew at a 
Excellent meals are served on the Zeppelin the important exception of smoking. One height of about 1500 ft. , keeping an even 
by a first-class chef and his assistants. drink whatever they please whenever they keel; but sometimes we descended close 
Eggs and bacon, lamb chops and caviare, feel disposed. Card games of various kinds to the water, and saw ships toiling below, 
various grills, fresh vegetables and mock· are played in the clouds- Dr. Eckener he· whales spouting, or porpoises playing their 
turtle soup, besides other dishes, adorn the ing himself a keen bridge player- and bets games of leapfrog. By way of inventing 
tables of the dining-room lounge: Six times are exchanged freely relating to the ac· a new form of sport, we tried the game of 
a day hungry passengers are provided with curacy of landmarks seen below. Every- bottle-throwing at the whales. A handful 
food, for appetites appear to be keen on one soon settles down to a rare enjoyment of well-directed empty beer-bottles would 
airships. of life under the genial presiding genius hurtle through the air, smiting the water 
Beds in cabins and state-rooms are con· of the Commander, a tamer of tempests, with a splash. But if the whale ever had 
verted into luxurious settees during the day human and meteorological, and equipped the misfortune to be hit by one of these 
time. Chintz-covered walls look out upon with a ripe experience of travel. missiles, he showed no signs of it. 
Writing-tables and dutiful electric bells; Though the airship was up in the sky There is a peculiar fascination about 
comfort in the latest air·cruisers has be- in a world of its own, it was getting the dropping objects from the sky, far exceed· 
come a sort of cushion·- always close to latest news from everywhere. On the ing the pleasure of throwing pebbles at 
hand. l'he twenty passengers on board, second afternoon out, in the full heat of the seaside, and devotees of the new air 
though 400 to 3000 feet up in the sky, can afternoon, I saw a gigantic mirage greater age will have to take care not to give way 
behave much as they do in any hotel, with than any I have ever seen before, swim· . too much to this beguilement. People in 
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gasbags should not throw stones, but 
bombing the sea with bottles when no one 
is looking except the whale can prove a 
diverting form of entertainment: 3000 ft. 
was the highest point at which we tested 
our skill in Lottie-bombing. At this height, 
the result of our game could be seen but 
not heard. 
Captain Lehmann, who is to command 
the new super-Zeppelin, LZ 129, and has 
seen service with old Count Zeppelin, sat 
at my table. He had dropped quite differen t 
presents over London during the war. In 
the course of conversation, he told me that 
there will be fifty beds aboard the new 
airship, two promenade decks, and a smoke-
room. The dirigible, when completed, will 
undoubtedly prove to be one of the marvels 
of 1935; it will provide a stride forward 
in aerial travel to South America. 
The Cape Verde Islands had been passed 
during the night, and on the second day, 
after sunrise, unbelievably limpid and clear, 
that turned the airship from ghostly grey 
into a dazzle of silver, St. Paul's Rock, 
one of the most remarkable islets in all 
the Atlantic, climbed into view. It lies 
about a third of the way across the ocean, 
right in the track of steamers coming from 
America and going down to Cape Horn. 
This, so to speak, is a lighthouse of Nature, 
pointing with rocky forefinger the way to 
the Roaring Forties and the Doldrums, the 
blood-strewn Caribbean, and the choked 
Sargasso Sea, dividing Panama to the north 
from the wind-swept regions of Magellan 
southwards round Cape H orn-places peril-
ous and places adventurous that have prov-
ed hunting-grounds for seamen of the past. 
To-day, provisions in sealed packages are 
cached on St. Paul's Island, for the use 
of shipwrecked mariners. The British Ad-
miralty, patrons of the high seas, replenish 
these stores every few years. It is an act 
of charity--a "casting bread upon the 
waters" few have heard about. A boat 
struggling to this sanctuary will find itself 
in the path of shipping and within the 
reach of food and rescue. St. Paul, who 
was accorded kind treatment when wreck-
ed on the island of Malta, has thus become 
the Patron Saint of castaways in mid-
Atlantic. One or two aboard the airship 
ventured to doubt the truth of the story 
about St. Paul's Island and the magnani-
mity of the British. Dr. Eckener has a 
sense of humour. He offered to drop the 
disbelievers overboard to see for them-
selves. H e assured them tha t if they could 
swim they would find plenty to eat; but 
they preferred, rather naturally, to take 
him at his word. On the last afternoon 
of the trip to South America, land of more 
considerable bulk finally appears amid the 
waste of waters. It is Fernando Noronha, 
the sinister convict island, 350 miles from 
the mainland of Brazil. No place better 
deserves its title of the Black Island. 
There are no trees, no ships, no houses, 
and few signs of life. The only vegeta-
t ion is a low scrub something similar to 
what may be seen on the South Downs in 
Sussex. Convicts are marooned on this 
desert island of desolation and loneliness 
and left for indefinite periods. Capital 
punishment is not enforced in Brazil; so 
that inhabitants of Fernando Noronha, 
living an extremely primitive but not des-
pairing life, vary from murderers to 
political offenders and other malefactors. 
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Japan's Case for Sea Power 
By Gum.pei Sekine 
C" >·rent HistonJ, Novembc>· 19:J4 
This article has been written in response to a request addressed by the editor 
to the japanese government for an official presentation of japanese naval policy. 
Captain Sekine has been an officer of the Imperial japanese Navy for twenty-
four years. While holding the rank of Commander, to which he was promoted 
in 1925, he became naval attache to the j apanese Embassy in Brazil. After two 
years at that post he was assigned to the office of the Chief of Naval Operations 
and is at present in the Intelligence Bu1·eau of the Navy Department in Tokyo. 
The question of naval disarmament has I other countries was to enter into a dis. 
come to occupy a position of ever-increas- armament pact. But we know better to-
ing importance in the minds of the Ja- day; we know that everything hinges on 
panese people as the time for the calling the substance of that pact. 
of the 1935 Naval Conference draws closer The entire Japanese nation has come 
to hand. to realize, in other words, that since, in 
There was a time when the mere men- the event of the sense of national security 
tion of "disarmament" caused most people being lost in consequence of the conclu-
to think of "economy," almost as though sion of a disarmament pact, some m eans 
the two terms were synonymous. But the must be contrived to counteract that loss 
experiences of recent years have taught us the upshot of it all is liable to be an in: 
that if disarmament which purports to evitable reincrease of armaments. It is 
effect economy fails to secure the defences now clear to us that it is not simply by 
of a nation, that economy, as an issue of entering into any kind of a disarmament 
any consequence, must be entirely erased pact that we can achieve economy of ex-
from the picture. Time was, moreover, penditure and improvement in interna-
when we thought that all we needed to tiona! relations. The primary considera-
do in order to improve our relations with tion must be the firm establishment of 
The Drama of 
the Pacific 
Being a Treatise on the Immediate Prob-
lems which Face japan in the Pacific 
By Major R. V. C. Bodley 
With Illustrations and Map. Price 2.00 
Postage 10 sen, in japan. 
This new book should be read not only by stu-
dents of international poJitics, but also by those 
who are anyway interested in the future of Pacific 
nations. 
our sense of national security; and wheth-
er or not we can attain the ends we seek 
so eagerly depends entirely on the nature 
and substance of the pact to which we 
become a party. 
This deep concern of the Japanese people 
over the question of naval disarmament 
must be attributed to the change which 
has been brought about in their concep-
tion of disarmament treaties by their final 
awakening to the practical purport of the 
substance of those treaties already in 
existence, as well as by the numerous 
incidents that have taken place in the 
Orient since the Washington Conference. 
The products of the Washington Con-
ference were a naval limitation pact 
based on the 5:5 3 ratio and a political 
agreement relating to the Far East. Me-
mories of the World War were yet poign-
antly fresh at that time, and the desire 
for peace being predominant throughout 
the world, Japan was induced to assume 
an attitude of watchful waiting as re-
gards the situation in the Orient, not-
withstanding that there was ample room 
for misgivings as to how that situation 
might develop in the future. And as for 
our navy, the acceptance of the 5:5:3 
ratio was not unconditional; it was only 
under the condition of the pact limiting 
fortifications in the Pacific and with the 
understanding that we might carry on 
unlimited building of auxiliary vessels, 
that our naval authorities were led to the 
belief that they could count on the security 
of our national defense for the time be-
ing, so long as no pronounced change 
should be effected in the make-up of 
foreign armaments. 
But what of the developments that have 
Seas break with terrific violence over the 
jagged rocks of the Black Island; they 
render any form of rescue by a small boat 
almost an impossibility. In any case, no 
unofficial ships are allowed near Noronha, 
being arrested at sight should they have 
the temerity to approach. There are a 
number of little sanded coves; a high rock 
projecting above the island is known as 
the "Thumb of God." An airship, unlike 
a boat, is above suspicion where convicts 
are concerned, and Dr. Eckener makes a 
special point of flying close over the penal 
colony in order to relieve the monotony 
of life for the condemned prisoners. Sharks 
inhabit the surrounding waters, though not 
to the same extent as round "Devil's 
Island "-the French convict settlement off 
Guiana. South America is not far away. 
A few hours later, and the salutes of ships' 
sirens show the proximity of land. The 
Zeppelin answers with flags. Land-ho! 
Low-lying shores studded with palm-trees 
and whipped by silver lines of surf. What 
a welcome cry that must have sounded to 
the first Atlantic explorers struggling west-
ward in the face of a hundred perils ! In 
a modern airship, Brazil becomes but an-
other landmark of exciting and comfort-
able travel - Pernambuco, first stop in the of the world's most beautiful harbours: 
sky highway of 5800 miles, leading from Hio, gateway to the sights and interests of 
Europe to Rio de Janeiro, with its sun- the New World. The way that leads there 
scorched days and scented nights, a prin- has never been so pleasantly passed over 
cess amongst cities, forming, together with as by airship. 
San Francisco and Sydney, the triumvirate, -The Illustrated London News 
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taken place since then? The capital ships 
of the other powers have been · highly 
modernized; their cruising radius, a factor 
of the greatest importance in the main-
tenance of our sense of national security, 
has been tremendously augmented; and 
there has been a remarkable advance in 
aviation. Such developments as these 
weigh· so heavily in favor of an attacking 
force that Japan would find it impossible 
to defend her territory with a naval 
strength of anything like 70 or 80 per 
cent. Such is the opinion not only of 
the Japanese Navy but of the whole Ja-
panese population today; and if there be 
any among our people who does not share 
this view, he is a rare exception and his 
dissension can be ascribed only to igno-
rance of the facts. 
The Japanese public by now has be-
come fairly well informed also on the 
substance and practical implications of 
the existing naval treaties. There is 
hardly a Japanese today but knows that 
because those treaties have provided for 
qualitative limitations in addition to as-
signing an inferior ratio to our country, 
our treaty navy can under no circum-
stances be adequate to guarantee the 
security of our national defense. And 
many of them have even become aware 
that the ~'law of N square" operates in 
naval warfare, so that the Japanese Navy, 
even if built up fully to its 60 per cent 
allotment, could be but 36 per cent ef-
fective in actual combat against an op· 
posing naval force of 100 per cent. Mimi-
festly, therefore, it is inconceivable that 
the Japanese people should be satisfied 
with any kind of a treaty that is not 
based on the principle of equality. 
Immediately after the Washington Con-
ference, conditions in the Orient began 
to get more and more chaotic, and one 
anti-Japanese activity followed another. 
All the annoyances and insults Japan 
endured patiently because she was mind-
ful of the spirit of the political agreement 
that had come into existence simultane-
ously with the Washington treaty. But 
her patience was of no avail ; for after. 
the London Conference, chaos and disor-
der in the Orient were only aggravated, 
with the result that the situation finally 
reached the point where Japan felt com-
pelled to exercise her right of self-defense. 
The Shanghai and Manchurian incidents 
were the result. Upon the outbreak of 
the Manchurian incident Japan, find-
ing no alternative course of action, ad-
dressed herself to the task of overcoming 
the grave situation with the support of 
the whole nation. 
The decade following the Washington 
Conference brought many a trying ordeal 
to the Japanese people. Having thus 
drunk long of the bitter cup, and their 
patience tried to the breaking point, they 
have been driven to the conclusion that 
the 5:5:3 ratio incorporated in the Wash-
ington and London treaties has so seri-
ously impaired their national prestige that 
even their neighbors now hold them in 
contempt. Consequently, the feeling is 
strong among the Japanese people today 
that in order to maintain their prestige 
and sense of security they must be freed 
as soon as possible from the humiliating 
shackles of the existing naval treaties. 
It is to be noted, however, that the 
other powers have projected construction agree with us that a policy of mutual 
programs for bringing their navies up to assistance and cooperation between the 
full treaty strength, and rapid progress United States and Japan will 2ccrue to 
is being made on the execution of those the benefit of both peoples. One needs 
programs. With our sense of security but to read the history of the United 
further impaired, we can no longer afford States to learn that, of the numerous 
to stand idly by with our hands in our figures who played prominent roles in the 
pockets. The time has come when we upbuilding of the American Republic, 
must speak out plainly and boldly. For men of the type of Washington and Lin-
the first time, therefore, the Japanese coin, characterized by seriousness of 
people are about to see their government purpose, magnanimity and those fine 
submit a disarmament plan measuring qualities we associate with the term 
up to their ideal; and the whole' nation "gentleman," have enjoyed the most last-
is prepared to stand united as one man ing admiration and respect. We cannot 
behind that plan. but believe, therefore, that the Amer-
Before delving further into this ques- icans of today, treasuring as they do the 
tion, however, a word should be said with qualities of Washington and Lincoln, must 
regard to the raison d'etre of Japan's be broadminded and magnanimous enough 
armaments. Our armaments exist not as to listen to a statement of Japan's case 
implements of attack or invasion of an- with an open mind. 
other country, but as a means of assur- To be sure, there are reported to be 
ing the execution of our sound and un- some among the American people who 
impeachable policy of preserving the "take the attitude that "since Japan re-
peace of the Far East. The fact that sorted to military action in Manchuria 
we wish to be freed from the disadvan- and Shanghai in violation of the Nine 
tageous restrictions of the existing treaties Power Pact, there can be no use of entering 
does not, therefore, mean that we aspire into another treaty with her." Our an-
to possess armaments superior to those swer to such people, as already stated, 
of other powers. All we ask for and is that Japan, upon the outbreak of the 
expect is that a fair balance of strength Manchurian incident, exercised her right 
shall be maintained among the powers, of self-defense simply because there was 
and that no nation shall be able to no other course open · to her. Surely no 
menace another by reason of superior treaty, whatever its nature or purpose, 
armaments. And it is our hope that this would deny to a signatory power the 
point will be thoroughly understood by right to defend itself under extremely 
the American public. critical circumstances. 
We believe the American people will (To be continued) 
Times Approaches to Decide the 
Saar's Future 
A Centre of Industry in Saar 
As the time approaches for the plebis-
cite (on January 13) to decide the Saar's 
political future, interest centres on current 
international discussions regarding main-
tenance of order on that occasion. The 
League Committee of Three appointed to 
consider the question met recently in 
Rome, and evidence was given by Mr. 
Geoffrey Knox, President of the Govern-
ing Commission of the Saar. He was re-
ported to have said that so far public 
order had been kept, but that the Com-
mission had strengthened the police. 
Feeling was aroused in Germany at the 
possibility of French troops entering the 
Saar in an emergency, but was somewhat 
allayed by an interview, on November 6, 
between the French Foreign Minister, M. 
Laval, and the German Ambassador in 
Paris, Herr Koester. M. Laval denied that 
troops had already been: moved, though 
insisting that, in certain circumstances, 
France would be justified in · using them 
if necessary. Herr Koester gave an as-
surance that Germany would abide by the 
conditions for holding the plebiscite. Sir 
John Simon stated recently: "There 
never has been any question of the use 
of British troops. Any French disposi-
tions are purely precautionary. The Ger-
man Ambassador (in London) confirmed 
the information that the German Govern-
ment had issued orders to S.A. and S.S. 
formations on the German side of the 
Saar frontier prohibiting, over a belt 
twenty-five miles wide and over a period 
which covers the date of the plebiscite, 
the. wearing of uniforms, and parades, 
processions or gatherings." Saarbriicken, 
the chief town of the Saar territory, was 
formerly the residence (from 1381 to 1793) 
of the Counts and Princes of Nassau-
Saarbriicken. In 1793 the Chateau was 
burned down by the French. On August 
6, 1870, a battle was fought between the 
French and the Prussians about three 
miles from the town. The river Saar 
(partly canalised) rises in Lorraine and 
flows north, joining the Moselle. 
-The Illustrated London News 
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JVhat Youth Reads To-day: 
A Defence 
The Bookman, London, Sept., 1934 
By L. M. R. 
We can do nothing -correctly, we who I other countries' problems. 
form the youth of to-day. Our manners What of the critics all this time? They 
are deplorable, our forms of pleasure have long realised that they no longer 
barbaric; we lack taste, have no refine- guide us, neither do they lead, and so 
ments, have no culture. At least so we they follow. But they linger where we 
are told. The critics, the people who pass on. Finding us stopping for a me-
matter (whoever they may be), say so. ment with "Angel Pavement" and "The 
But it is not our decadence that causes Good Companions," they stop and rest. 
all this stir; it is our indifference. It is "Wonder Hero" is published, so they set 
this indifference to criticism that goads to and proclaim another great novel. 
the critics to renew and to make even But they find we have gone. We were 
louder and more frequent accusations. not interested in the first place. It was 
We are not above criticism-but we are only our policy of trying everything once. 
so indifferent, and we are so very young. This is our attitude towards "best sel-
We even go further - we ignore the critics lers." A book is published. It is pro-
themselves. Naturally it is said: "You claimed by the critics to be good, so we, 
are heading for disaster." But are we? the youths of to-day, read it. But we 
Surely it is becoming more and more also criticise it. If it is to our taste we 
clear that we are dragging' ourselves from read the author's other efforts. But should 
the abyss where the youth of yesterday it not be to our taste, should we judge it 
-the critics of to-day-have lived since to be below us, we turn a deaf ear to the 
1914. We are to a great extent unaffect- critics and their favourable criticisms. 
ed by the War and its reactionary period, We have learnt to criticise, but not to 
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"But," say the elder critics, "if you 
read everything you are heading for 
disaster. You are trying to build your 
literary world on a quicksand. Darting 
as you do from author to author, from 
book to book, how can you hope to build 
anything solid?" Dear critic, have we 
experimented and learnt nothing? 
We have always done the same thing. 
We have always returned to the same 
people. Somerset Maugham, D. H. Law-
rence, Huxley, Sinclair Lewis, James Joyce, 
Hemingway, Faulkner, Virginia Woolf-
once they were names to us, but to-day 
they are our intimates, their books our 
comforters, and each time we return to 
them their welcome is more enticing. 
Every time we leave to carry on another 
affaire, the parting is more difficult. Soon 
they will have us completely. We will 
soon cease to flirt. Almost unknown to 
ourselves, we are laying a solid founda-
tion. Books that only a few years ago 
were beyond us are to-day part of us. 
We have made mistakes - we will make 
them again, but we are young, and suc-
cess or failure is but another milestone 
on the road of progress. We are build-
ing a literary world by ourselves, un-
deterred and unguided by the critics. 
-The Bookman and are becoming our own critics, brutally worship a name. frank and unrelenting, for ever criticising ,--__;:_ ______________ .:_ ________________ 1 
our own actions and searching our own 
minds. 
What does the youth of to-day read? 
It is the answer itself that is the prob-
lem. The youth of to-day reads every-
thing. But there is no slovenliness-no 
laziness in our reading. We may not be 
willing to admit that we read anything, 
but we do plead that we are insatiable. 
Never have the publishing houses issued 
so many books, never have the printing 
presses of the country worked so hard-
and in literature as in economics, supply 
goes hand in hand with demand. It is 
not our greed that makes us demand 
book after book. We are for ever seek-
ing, for ever searching. What is it we 
seek? Something worthy of our youth, 
worthy of ourselves- something that even 
our own critical minds will appreciate. 
This is why the search is so difficult, so 
long. This too is why we are so cruel. 
For a period we sampled detective fic-
tion, War novels, travel books-we even 
tried biographical books. "Detective fic-
tion" was necessary. It came at a period 
when we wanted books which could be 
read easily, but yet kept our minds from 
dwelling on the years that had just pas-
sed. Suddenly we became deserters. We 
translated Remarque's "All Quiet on the 
Western Front." Here was something 
new. Was it what we wanted? We read 
War book after War book, and when we 
had improved them almost beyond re-
cognition, we left. Occasionally we re-
turn, but never to stay. Vera Brittain's 
"Testament of Youth" is a War book, 
but it has nothing of the brutality which 
seemed to be the mainstay of the earlier 
War novels. 
And so it has been throughout. For a 
time we try travel books. We follow 
Gibbon afoot on the continent, but our 
interest soon flags. Doughty's "Arabia 
Deserta" is brought before us. Our latest 
travel books are too full of problems-
A Guide for the Modern Teacher 
By Bertrand Russell 
The educational machine, throughout 
Western civilization, is dominated by two 
ethical theories-that of Christianity, and 
that of nationalism. These two, when 
taken seriously, are incompatible, as is 
becoming evident in Germany. For my 
part, I hold that, where they differ, 
Christianity is preferable, but, where they 
agree, both are mistaken. The concep-
tion which I should substitute as the 
purpose of education is civilization, a 
term which, as I mean it, has a defini-
tion which is partly individual, partly 
social. It consists, in the individual, of 
both intellectual and moral qualities-
intellectually, a certain minimum of gen-
eral knowledge, technical skill in one's 
own profession, and a habit of forming 
opinions on evidence; morally, of imparti-
ality, kindliness, and a modicum of self-
control. I should add a quality which is 
neither moral nor intellectual, but p er-
haps physiological-zest and joy of life. 
In communities, civilization demands re-
spect for law, justice as between man 
and man, purposes not involving per-
manent injury to any section of the human 
race, and intelligent adaptation of means 
to ends. 
If these are to be the purposes of educa-
tion, it is a question for the science of 
psychology to consider what can be done 
towards realizing them and, in particular, 
what degree of freedom is likely to prove 
most effective. 
Dangers of Freedom 
On the question of freedom in educa-
tion there are at present three main 
schools of thought, deriving partly from 
differences as to ends and partly from 
differences in psychological theory. There 
are those who say that children should 
be completely free however bad they may 
be; there are those who say they should 
be completely subject to authority, how-
ever good they may be; and there are 
those who say they should be free, but 
in spite of freedom they should be always 
good. 
This last party is larger than it has any 
logical right to be; children, like adults, 
will not all be virtuous if they are all 
free. The belief that liberty will ensure 
moral perfection is a relic of Rousseauism, 
and would not survive a study of animals 
and babies. Those who hold this belief 
think that education should have no posi-
tive purpose, but should merely offer an 
environment suitable for spontaneous de-
velopment. I cannot agree with this 
school, which seems to me too individual-
istic and unduly indifferent to the im-
portance of knowledge. vVe live in com-
munities which require co-operation, and 
it would be Utopian to expect all the 
necessary co-operation to result from 
spontaneous impulse. The existence of 
a large population on a limited area is 
only possible owing to science and tech-
nique; education must, therefore, hand 
on the necessary minimum of these. The 
educators who allow most freedom are 
men whose success depends upon a degree 
of benevolence, self-control, and trained 
intelligence which can hardly be generat-
ed where every impulse is left uncheck-
ed; their merits, therefore, are not likely 
to be perpetuated if their methods are 
undiluted. Education, viewed from a 
social standpoint, must be something 
more positive than a mere opportunity 
for growth. It must, of course, provide 
this, but it must also provide a mental 
and moral equipment and training which 
JANUARY 
children cannot acquire entirely for them-
selves. 
The arguments in favor of a great 
degree of freedom in education are deriv-
ed not from man's natural goodness but 
from the effects of authority, both on 
those who suffer it and on those who 
exercise it. Those who are subject to 
authority become either submissive or 
rebellious, .and each of these· attitudes 
has its individual drawbacks. 
Submissiveness or Rebellion? 
The submissive lose initiative, both in 
thought and action; moreover, the anger 
generated by the feeling of being thwart-
ed tends to find an outlet in bullying 
those who are weaker. That is why 
tyrannical institutions are self-perpetuat-
ing; what a man has suffered from his 
father he inflicts upon his son, and the 
humiliations which he remembers having 
endured at his public school he passes 
on to "natives" when he becomes an 
empire-builder. Thus, an unduly authori-
tative education turns the pupils into 
timid tyrants, incapable of either claim-
ing or tolerating originality in word or 
deed. The effect upon the educators is 
even worse; they tend to become sadistic 
disciplinarians, glad to inspire terror, and 
content to inspire nothing else. As these 
men represent knowledge, . the pupils 
acquire a horror of knowledge which, 
among the English upper class, is sup· 
posed to be part of human nature, but is 
really part of what we see in the well-
grounded hatred of the authoritarian 
pedagogue. 
Rebels, on the other hand, though they 
may be necessary, can hardly be just to 
what exists at that tii:ne. 
Moreover, there are many ways of 
rebelling and only a small minority of 
these are wise. Galileo was a rebel and was 
wise ; believers in the flat-earth theory are 
equally rebels, but they are also foolish. 
There is a great danger in the tendency 
to suppose that opposition to authority is 
essentially meritorious and that uncon-
ventional opinions are bound to be 
correct ; no useful purpose is served by 
smashing lamp-posts or maintaining 
Shakespeare to be no poet. Yet this ex-
cessive rebelliousness is quite often the 
effect that too much authority has on 
spirited pupils. 
And when r ebels become educators, 
they sometimes encourage defiance in 
their pupils, for whom at the same time 
they are trying to produce a perfect 
environment, although these two aims 
are scarcely compatible. 
The Case for Freedom 
What is wanted is neither submissive-
ness nor rebellion, but good nature and 
general friendliness both to people and 
to new ideas. These qualities ar-e due in 
part to physical causes, to which old-
fashioned educators paid too little atten-
tion; but they are due still more to free-
dom from the feeling of baffled impotence 
which arises when vital impulses are 
thwarted. If the young are to grow into 
friendly adults, it ·is necessary, in most 
cases, that they should feel their environ-
ment friendly. This requires that there 
should be a certain sympathy with the 
child's important desires, and not merely 
an attempt to use him for some abstract 
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end such as the glory of God or the 
greatness of one's country. And, in teach-
ing, every attempt should be made to 
cause the pupil to feel that it is worth 
his while to know what is being taught 
-at least when this is true. When the 
pupil co-operates willingly, he learns 
twice as fast and with half the fatigue. 
All these are valid and sufficient reasons 
for a very great degree of freedom. 
Consideration for Others 
It is easy, however, to carry the argu-
ment too far. It is not desirable that 
children, in avoidng the vices of the slave, 
should acquire those of the aristocrat. 
Consideration for others, not only in great 
matters, but also in little everyday things, 
is an essential element in civilization, 
without which social life would be in-
tolerable. I am not thinking of mere forms 
of politeness, such as saying "please " 
and " thank you " ; formal manners are 
most fully developed among barbarians, 
and diminish with every advance in cul-
ture. I am thinking rather of willingness 
to take a due share ·of necessary work 
and to be oblig ing in small ways that 
save trouble on the balance. Sanity itself 
is a form of politeness, and it is not 
desirable to give a child a sense of om· 
nipotence, or a belief that adults exist only 
to minister to the pleasures of the young. 
Happiness in Life 
Adapted from Bertrand Ruuetrs "The 
Conque~t of Happineu" 
Price 75 sen ~:; 
For the Use of Schools and Colleges 
And those who disapprove of the exist-
ence of the idle rich are hardly con-
sistent if they bring up their childtim 
without any sense that work is necessary, 
and without the habits that make con-
tinuous application possible and socially 
profitable. 
There is another consideration to which 
some advocates of freedom attach too 
little importance. In a community of 
children which is left without adult in-
terference there is a tyranny of the 
stronger, which is likelY to be far more 
brutal than most adult tyranny. If two 
children of two or three years old are 
left to play together, they will, after a 
few fights, discover which is bound to be 
the victor, and the other will then be· 
come a slave. Where the number of 
children is larger, one or two acquire 
complete mastery, and the others have 
far less liberty than they would have if 
the adults interfered to protect the weaker 
and less pugnacious. Consideration for 
others does not, with most children, arise 
spontaneously, but has to be taught, and 
can hardly be taught except by the exer-
cise of authority. This is perhaps the 
most important and effective argument 
against the abdication 'of the adults. 
Home Training 
I do not think that educators have yet 
solved the problem of combining the 
desirable forms of freedom with the neces-
sary minimum of moral training. The 
right solution, it must be admitted, is 
often made impossible by parents before 
the child ·is brought to an enlightened 
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school. Just as psychoanalysts, from their 
clinical experience, conclude that we are 
all mad, so the authorities in modern 
schools, from their contact with pupils 
whose parents have made them unman-
ageable, are disposed to conclude that all 
children are "difficult." Children who 
have been driven wild by parental tyran-
ny (which often takes the form of solicit-
ous affection) may require . a longer or 
shorter period of complete liberty before 
they can view any adult without suspi-
cion. But children who have been sen-
sibly handled at home can bear to be 
checked in minor ways, so long as they 
feel that they are being helped in the 
ways that they themselves regard as 
necessary and important, 
Adults who like children, and are not 
reduced to a condition of nervous ex· 
haustion by their company, can achieve 
a great deal in the way of discipline with-
out- ceasing to be regarded with friendly 
feelings by their pupils. 
The Teacher 
I think modern educational theorists 
are inclined to attach too much import-
ance to the negative virtue of not inter-
fering with children, and too little to the 
positive merit of enjoying their company. 
If you have the sort of liking for children 
that many people have for horse·s or 
dogs, they will be apt to -respond to your 
suggestions, and to accept prohibitions, 
perhaps with some good-humored grumbl-
ing, but without resentment. It is no use 
to have the sort of liking that consists in 
regarding them as a field for valuable 
social endeavor, or- what amounts to the 
same thing-as an outlet for power-
impulses. No child will be grateful for 
an interest in him that springs from the 
thought that he will have a vote to be 
secured for your party or a body to be 
sacrificed to king and country. The de-
sirable sort of interest is that which con-
sists in spontaneous pleasure in the pres-
ence of children, without any ulterior 
purpose. Teachers who have this quality 
will seldom need to interfere with chil-
dren's freedom, but will be able to do so, 
when necessary, without causing psycho-
logical damage. 
Unfortunately it is utterly impossible 
for overworked teachers to preserve an 
instinctive liking for children; .they are 
bound to come to feel towards them as 
the proverbial confectioner's apprentice 
does towards macaroons. I do not think 
that education ought to be anyone's whole 
profession; it should be undertaken for 
at most two hours a day by people whose 
remaining hours are spent away from 
children. The society of the young is 
fatiguing, especially when strict discipline 
is avoided. Fatigue, in the end, produces 
irrita'tion, which is likely to express itself 
somehow, whatever theories the harassed 
teacher may have taught himself or her-
self to believe. The necessary friendli· 
ness cannot be preserved by self-control 
alone. But where it exists, it should be 
unnecessary to have rules in advance as 
to how "naughty" children are to be 
treated, since impulse is likely to lead to 
the r ight decision, and almost any deci-
sion will be right if the child feels that 
you like h im. No rules, however wise, 
are a substitute for affection and tact. 
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Chemicals In The Body 
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￡シ編 輯室から ぞ~，
謹賀新年At Present Prices They Are Worth 
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北塁堂本1:1:益セ諸外凶新聞知I誌に依つ ζ
注目の的となリつ hわる。 先月競l二於仁多
数のレゲユ ーら御日lこかけれが今月叉EIJ刷
えと以て御目lこかげる事と Lt:。 特に注目す
べき事(:1:口〆ド〆・」ヌイムス紙 qテラ甲イ・
サ Yプルメ νl、が:由自主出版しれへかるノの詩
人論ら批評して、「其何れの部分を見るも決
定版の熔印が捺されて居るJと云ひ「へJ!;ン
の態度の親しげな翠純さは何人も彼れに侵
リ得るものtJ.からん」、と云ひ 1凡ゆる撃佼
の国書館lニー本を備ふべき書物であるJと云
って呉れれの(:1:出版部が!}1'，高々 の0i・です。
まt:長一勺1上げなけれI:t"ならないのは、英
文埴の者宿キプリンゲが態セ!山主に書た得
ぜてへか〆の講義全集ら讃めて央れれ事で
ある。 英一苦jiら潟畏!反lこして談者誠子iこも
見て頂〈事と lt:。
重ね重ね比一年の御多主与えとl祈る。
(!f)ur l¥tabtrs 
~舟lerrp ~brístmas 
~ J)appp j\}e切 ~tar!
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Iwao Yamada 
Prof06S0r of EngIish in the 
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三、四雨摩Jf"用 定償六十銭
昭和 7，1. 19.文部省設定済
華文へ易〈撃ぴ易いlJ想的英文浸!
中皐程度のお子様方
への紹好の贈り物
山崎貞先生各著
下記り各1!~は中毒昔、よζ接主り是非-)1;'は議まねば
ならぬ有名な品申で指1昇中最&評判由良い唱の
でありま亨@ クリスマスの贈物としてお薦めし
ま事@
やさしい英語のお伽噺
春・夏・殺・冬・金四五庁
聞大仰j美本定債各ー国軍十鐸
(中華二、三年程度)
受71フテf・7ェイマス解稽
三間~'Ij美:4>: 定債 ￥1.50 浴料 8 銭
(中与三、四年程度)
新イソップ物語解穫
三四剣美本定債￥ 1.20f立科8銭
(中酪二、三年総度)
受7ラビヤンナイヴ解稽
三四!FIJ美本定{買￥1.20)l立料8銭
(中率二、三年程度)
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花園粂定先生著
英作文の根底から
三 四チ~J美本定償￥1.30 s料 8銭
公式百題、 添削J:~t例の如き直ち l 二
主主際の沼周忌可能ならしむ。
(中第三、四年程度)
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By Thomas Lyel/ 
オクスフiー ドポケツ H辞典型美本
Price ￥2.80 Postαge 10 sen 
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New English Text-Books 
Publishetl in 1.934 
A Book of Stories PP. 154 Pric.e .80 
The Marchioneso. of Stonehenge (T. Hardy)， The Sleeping Partner (R. 
Benmtt)， Mr. Oddy (H. WaZpole)， The OId Man of the Sea (Jacobs)， 
Forbidden Fruit (1.α.nHαy)， The Dark Horseman (Waugh)， Sarah Gwynn 
(G. M<棚 'e)・
A Book of Essays PP. 133 Price .80 
'!'ypes of Men (Mencken)， A Road to Oneself (Pr白 tley)，Advice旬 a
Young Man (H. BeZloc)， Over-Civilised 1 (A. B問問白)， Meditation on the 
Moon (A. Huxley)， What I Demand of Life (F. 8叫 'nnert，冊)， Nowadays 
(Duns田 ?，y).The Dominion of Lite四回目 (A.Nay時)， Napl国 (A.8y情。畑)，
The Con姐ictof the Spirit (P. Gibbs). 
The World We Live In In Two Vols. 
Short ReBdings on 20th Century Problem・
Collected by G. Caiger Price .75 sen (each vol.) 
PART L The World We Live in， Politic8， The League of Nations， 
Science. Economies， England. 
P AR Tn. Education， Appreciation of Life， Modern Oratory， Leisure， 
Holidays and Health， The Whole Man. 
CECIL RHODES: A South-African Portrait 
8.lecud"γom H. K. E加 co白'“MO<J.，.叫 T加措"。叫
8. G.l凶lings'“RHODES."
Comtiled by 1. Mizuashi PP. 179 Price .90 
Great Thinkers (With Notes) PP. 1臼 Price ，80 
John RU8kin-Josiah Roy皿 -J.S. Mill-Jame8 Bry帽
-Thomas H. Huxley. 
Sherwood Anderson and Other American 
W riters PP. 162 Price .85 
S. Anderoon， J. London， Walter ，Gilkyoon， K. Bercovicl， T. Dreiser， J. 
Hergesheimer， E. Wharton. 
Their Best Detective Stories: An Anthology 
of the Best Detectz've Storz'es 句 theMost Popular 
Living Writers. Edited， with Notes by Umetani 
PP. 198 Price 1.00 
William Le Queux， E. P. Oppenheim， G. K. Chesterton， G. R. Mal1och， 
J. B. Prie8t1ey， .Sapper." 
Selected Lectures of Maurice Baring 
Edited， with Notes by Y. Otagiri PP. 152 Price .90 
Stimulants， The Ninetieo， Diplomacy， High司Brows and Low-Brows. 
Peter Sim. 
G. Lytton Strachey: Two Eminent Victorians 
Florence Nightingale.-The End of General Gordon， 
Edited， with Notes by Y. Niitsu PP. 191 Price .90 
Four Essays by Viscount Grey of Fallodon 
Compiled with Notes .by B. Niisato PP. 88 Price .65 
Mill: The Subjection of W omen 
(With Notes) PP. 158 Price .90 
Mill: Autobiography 
Edited， with Notes by Kohno PP. 167 Price 1.00 
Macaulay: Lord C1ive and S. Johnson 
Edited， with Notes by Kohno PP. 189 Price 1.00 
Emerson: Self-Reliance and Compensation 
PP. 60 Price .35 
Emerson: Representative Men (A Selection) 
Edited， with Notes by Y. N泊tsu PP. 101 Price .70 
Napoleon; or， the Man of the World.-Shakespeare; or， the Poet.-
Goethe; or， the Wri陪'r.
HOKrJ.f~EIDO~S 
Fortheoming Text闘Books
The World Affairs of To-Day 
Edited 砂 O.Umetani To be Published in Jan.， 1935 
Ge~many! -~~ssia._ and .J'apan (M~ Muggeridge)-War and Western Civili. 
sation (J. F. Fuleγ)ー OvercrowdedAsia (B昨 oldC.叫)ー Japan's・Monroe
Doc廿ine'(W隅 • Geo. Fitz-Gerαld)-Austria， the Powd町 Barrelof Europe 
(F. H. 8伽wnds)ー Jap副 "0 Destiny in Orient ~A. M. 8chZ.阿，ger)-The
Limitation of War (H. BeUoc)-Why the DisarmamentDeadlock? (NG町制m
A，包.gel).
Seven Talks on England (With Ilustratio回 andNotes) 
By John W. Palmer， B.A. (Cantab) PP. 254 Price 1.2.0 
English Education: The Schools.-English Education: The Universities 
-Cricket.-Some Other British Games.-The English Constitution.-The 
British Empire.-Tho岨ghtand Opinion in England.-Notes 
CHOSEN ESSAYS: Civic， Moral， Scientific 
By S. lnaba PP. 172 Price .52. (中接檎替用)
What is a Citizen? The Value of Citizenship. The Citizen's Duty to 
Himself， The Dignity of Work， On Courage， Leisure， The Citizen of the 
World， Sportsmanship， Address to Students， The Joy of Reading， Do We 
Buy Books 1， Habits. Contentment， The Life's Great Question， Self-Con-
自dence，The Doors of Opportunity， The Meaning of Education， The Uses 
of Mountains. The Future of Japan. True Eloquence. The English Sun-
day， On Smiles. Nature and Science. The Aim of Science. What is Com . 
mon Sense? The Battle of Existence， The Instinct of Imitation. That 
Future Age，-CURRENT TOPICS-NOTES. 
Shorter Short Stories _， 1934. 
Edited by Frank H. Lee and John Burbョnk Price .70 
Part 1. Iこ鈴いて最屯短か主 33種母音若ι其筋を輿へ、 PartIに快いてヨ貨の興味あ
る短鱒を譜ましむる仕組みである.Part 1.にはDeath10ωfeet below， Wife at 
the Wheel， A Night Detp.i1， The Eye of Fate， The Man in No. 10， Death 
on a Mountain. Better than the Chair. Dollar Decoy. 1n Necessity and 
Honour， Gif回， Conquest Makes a Meal， The Vice-Consul， In Error， The 
Port Lookout， A Touch of Irony， Trench Feet， In the Interests of Disci-
pline， The Punishment， Foots胞psin the Fog， How the Mistres~ Came 
Home， The Face on the Wall， High Card Loses， Letter for Minnie. 
Eminent Naturalists， from Darωin to Hudson 
Price .70 
理事ヰ的にしt而か也女暴」的申寄り高き世界的名著五篤を撲揮し、各々申内将、特質在容
易〈ワかみ得る牛号tこ英主:解説を以t官;]後をワな('.政むる所CharlesDarwin: 
The Origin of Species.-J. H. Fabre: The Wonder8 of Instinct.-M. 
Maeterunck: The Life of the Bee.-Izaak Walton: Tbe Compleat 
Angler.-W. H. Hudson: Adventures Ampng Birds. 
Eminent Historians，斤'omGz'bbonお Wells
Price .70 
英女義史上に塵史家自枠品tvc傑出せる名第七ツ在ι-?"t:、そ申代表的なI!C章権争還
ぴ、前後を英女解題によっt補へる也申@放むる所 EdwardGibbon: Declin .
and Fall of the Roman Empire.-J. R. Green: Queen Elizabeth.-J. A. 
Froude: Mary Queen of Sco也・-ThomasCarlyle: Oliver Cromwell.-
!-_ord_Ma<:aujay ; Frederic the Great and Vo_!taire.-Thomas_ Ç~rlyle: 
The French Revolution.-H. G. Wells: The Character of NapOleon 
Bonaparte. 
以上田中、Gibbon回一筋を除主他は悉〈興味あるm世西洋史に取材せる屯唖@
John Milton， By Lord Macaulay 
Edited by 1. Nishizaki Price .60 
Carlyleと樹立して一世申詩論家主る申名を窓に¥.."1<Macaulay司代表作であるa
Milton白詩を論じ更ドクロムウエル涙托る彼申政治自包括i!iI]<1>功罪を鮮じt暗 t二自涙
Whig 1.草のた I!>~丈申気在位ける品目@そ申立論自明快正文章由読暢 ι はつE誇ある虚a
Oxford阪キ Macmillan本を参酌し、各貰に英女脚註巷附して政治的背景民主古七
し容終には本論申 Abstract並びに Milton，Macaulay闘若田詳年表を掲げt参考
数材とし梓@
Sesame and Lilies， By John Ruskin 
Price 1.00 
ラスキ〉申諸著作唖中で晶、各園田知識階級に最1!，1i{(愛護きれ、本邦では大皐受験に
必韻由良書主なってゐる也唱。本書は最も櫨威ある Cook;Wedderburn雨氏編そ十
九紛申全集t二撮っt厳容な校訂奄我し再版 (1861年九 1871年版 1881年腹自各序文
を附し、これに本文 200頁、夏t二各真由下欄に、引用句文キ参照項目に繍しt純昼究
的な英文脚訟を奥へす乙も申@
St. John Ervine's Essays 
Compil色dby Y. Niitsu To be Published inJan.， 1935 
St. John Greer Ervine: Irish dramatist and author. Born in Belfast 
in 1883. Was manager of the Abbey Theatre， Dublin. Se町 edin the 
Great War and was wounded. resulting in the loss of a. leg 
Made a suc四回 inhis play “Jane Clegg." Hio play . The First M四，
F円raser"had a run of 638 performances at the Theatre Royal. Haymarket. 
London. Hio “Life of .Parnell " .evoked mingled praise and controversy. 
Has done useful service for the theatre as a vigorous and common . 
sensible dramatic critic 
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Works of Lafeadio Hearn 
'The Complete Laftadio Hearn Leflures 
THE Volumes, edited by Professor R. Tanabe, Professor T· 
Ochiai, and Professor I. Nishizaki, contain all the lectures 
delivered by Hearn at the Tokyo Imperial University dur· 
ing the period extending from 1896 to 1903, including 
many hitherto-unpublished, and form the most impor· 
tant contribution to literary criticism by Lafcadio Hearn. 
A HISTORY OF ENGLISH LETERATURE (~~¥4~~m 
xtviii+974pp. Price 6.50 Postage .33 (each vol.) 
Handsomely bound in cloth 
ON ART, LITERATURE AND PHILOSOPHY 
xv+533pp. 9kx6~11 Price 5.00 Postage .33 
ON POETS x+841pp. Price 6.so 
ON POETRY x+750pp. Price 6.50 
LAFCADIO HEARN: A Bibliography 
of His Writings 
by P. D. and lone Perkins 
With an Introduction by Dr. S. Ichikawa 
10 x 7'1 Price 6.00 Postage .33 
Limited Edition: 200 Copies Issued in Japan 
THE I D Y L : My Personal Reminiscences of 
Lafcadio Hearn~ by Leona Q. Barel. 10 x 7'1 Price 5.00 
Limited de luxe edition! not many copies left 
Lectures on Prosody Price 1.50 Postage .10 
Lectures on Shakespeare , 1.00 .08 
Victorian Philosophy 1.00 .08 
Life and Literatrue 
Stories and Sketches 
Lands and Seas 
Poets and Poems 
Japan and the Japanese 
Romance and Reason 
Facts and Fancies 
Price 1.20 Postage .08 
1.30 " 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.30 
1.20 
Maupassant's 'Adventures of Walter Schnaffs 
and Other Stories' Price 2.00 Postage .10 
Translated by Lafcadio Hearn 
With an Introduction by A. Mordell 
Hearn's translations of Guy de Maupassant are master· 
pieces in their own right. 
----~--------------Stories from Pierre Loti. Price 2.00 Postage .10 
1 ranslated by Lafcadio Hearn 
With an Introduction by A. Mordell 
Containing several stories, among others, that have never 
been published in book form before, it constitutes proba-
bly the most important translations Hearn ever made. It 
should be a delight to both lovers of Hearn and Loti. 
Novels, Dramas and Sketches of Japan 
By Glenn W. Shaw 
Did you ever think of Osaka as fascinating 1 
Osaka Sketches Illustration, ¥2.00 postage .10 
Japanese Scrap-Book ¥2.50 
Cloth Binding. Cover Illustrated with Japanese Colour Print, 
Priest and His Disciples A Japanese drama by 
Kurata Hyakuzo, translated by Glenn W. Shaw. More than a 
million copies of the original and more than twenty thousand 
copies of the translation have been sold. ¥ ~.50 postage .1 0 
Tales Grotesque and Curious 
Rendered into English by Glenn w. Shaw. 
Gems of Modern japanese Literature ¥2.00 postage .08 
Kikuchi Kwan: Tojuro's Love and 
Four Other Plays ¥2.00 postage .08 
This most popular book of Japan's most popular living author. 
Japan~s Advance 
By Dr. James A. B. Scherer 
Sixty Illustrations 348 pp. 9J- x 6,!-'1 
PRIC.E 3.80 Postage 22 sen, in japan. 
This book is a survey of the amazing industrial revolution 
achieved by Japan and her new place as a world power. 
Dons on Display: 
Japan in Miniature 
By G. Caiger, F. R. G. S. 
10 X 8'1 with Illustrations 3.50 Postage 33 sen, in japan. 
The book is an illustrated record of 1he Festivals, with 
ample explanations historic or legendary, of the 
dolls and the scenes that they represent. 
The legends, traditions and fairy stories which surround 
these decorative little figures, are here collected for the 
first time. 
The Romance of Japan 
Throuflh tl1e Ages 
From the introdullion of Buddhism in 552 to tlze Enthrone-
ment of the Manchurian Emperor in 1934 
Revised Edition By Dr. James A. B. Scherer 
Illustrated 9k x 6~11 3.t!O Postage 24 sen, in japan. 
Japan• Whither? A Discus;;.~'bz~!.::apanese 
By Dr. James A. B. Scherer 
PRICE 1.00 Postage 8 sen, in japan. 
Manchukno : A Bird"s-Eye View 
By Dr. James A. B. Scherer 
Illustrated with 24 photos and Maps 
PRICE 1.50 Postage 8 sen, in japan. 
A Japanese Omelette: 
A British Wrtter's Impressions oft!ze Japanese Empire 
By Major R. V. C. Bodley 
Rlustrated with some 70 photograph& 
PRICE 2.00 Postage 22 sen, in japan. 
Manchester Guardian:~ His best pages are on his ex· 
periences in Tokyo and a visitor to the Mandated Islands. 
The Drama of the Pacific 
Being a '[realise on the Immediate Problems which Face 
Japan in the Pacific 
By Major R. V. C. Bodley 
With Illnstrations and Map. 2.00 Postage 10sen, in japan. 
This new book should be read not only by students of 
international politics, but also by those who are anyway 
interested in the future of Pacific nations. 
Extremely Entertaining Guide Book of 
Tokyo and Tokyoese! 
A Tokyo Calendar 
By Frank H. Lee 2.50 Postage 10 sen, in japan. 
Fine cloth bindinding, the front cover Illustrated 
with Japanese colour print. 
The Autobiography of 
Fukuzawa Yukichi 
"fhe man to whom Japan owes today 's ci'Vilization 
Translated by Eiichi Kiyooka 
With an Introduction by Shinzo Koizumi 
370pp.+xviii 9%xF Gilt-topped, handsomely 
PRICE 4.00 Potage 22 sen, in japan. bound in cloth 
Recommended by the Board of Tourist Indus-
try, Japanese Government Railways 
The Lure o:f Japan 
By S. Akimoto, Revised by A. F. Thomas 
Illustrated with some 40 photographs: 377pp. 
PRICE 2.50 Postage 10 sen, in japan. 
The Lure of Japan! Can tlzere be another country 
in the world that lureJ like Japan? 
~i1'i~i~A DOKUSEIDO TOKYO 
Mitsukoshi, Maruzen, Kyo Bun Kan, Imperial Hotel, Yoshikawa 
(Yokoham). Kawase. Thomson(Kobe)and others Major Book-Sellers 
